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An imbalanced equation

G x E = P

If our phenotype is a result of our genetics and 
environment, why then do we spend a disproportionate 
amount of time, money, and energy on genetics? 
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The Exposome: a Wild idea

Defined the “Exposome” as all exposures 
from conception onwards, including those 
from lifestyle, diet and the environment.

The cumulative measure of environmental influences and associated biological 
responses throughout the lifespan, including exposures from the environment, diet, 
behavior, and endogenous processes



Vermeulen, Schymanski, Barabasi, Miller, 2020

External factors  internal signals



Exposome: the cumulative measure of the environmental 
influences and corresponding biological responses throughout 
the lifespan.

“Derived from the term exposure, the exposome is an omic-
scale characterization of the nongenetic drivers of health and 
disease.”

MM Niedzwiecki, DI Walker, R Vermeulen, M Chadeau-Hyam, DP Jones, and
GW Miller. The Exposome: Molecules to Populations. Annual Reviews of
Pharmacology and Toxicology. 59:107-127, 2019

Slight revision of Miller GW, Jones DP. The Nature of Nurture: Refining the
Definition of the Exposome. Toxicological Sciences, 137:1-2, 2014.
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Exposome – a systematic, unbiased, and omic-scale examination 
of external factors contributing to disease or health status



Operational definition

“An operational definition, when applied to data collection, is a clear, 
concise detailed definition of a measure. The need for operational 
definitions is fundamental when collecting all types of data. It is 
particularly important when a decision is being made about whether 
something is correct or incorrect.”

Practical Tools for Continuous Improvement
Volume 1 - Statistical Tools
Edited by Jackie Graham, Ph.D. & Michael 
Cleary, Ph.D.



The cumulative measure of environmental influences and 
corresponding biological responses throughout the lifespan

cumulative measure- this term was used to indicate that if you analyze 
one’s exposures today, that those exposures are an accumulation of that 
person’s lifetime of experience. At any given point in time a person’s 
biological state is a reflection of the genetic makeup and the lifetime of 
exposure to external forces. 

If you use proteomics to measure phosphorylated tau in the CSF or blood 
of an Alzheimer’s patient we do not immediately question why we don’t 
have a measure from 50 years earlier. There is value in the here and now. 



The cumulative measure of environmental influences and 
corresponding biological responses throughout the lifespan

Environmental influences- broadly 
defined-diet, chemical exposures, stress, 
social factors, response to drug treatment, 
exercise, built environment, etc. 



The cumulative measure of environmental influences and 
corresponding biological responses throughout the lifespan

Corresponding biological responses- much of the research that is conducted by 
NIH-funded investigators is focused on biological responses. Some may be wholly 
genetically-driven but the majority are examining the impact of external forces

Genomics, epigenomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, lipidomics, metabolomics, 
etc. are all measuring biological function. When coupled with environmental 
influences it becomes possible to identify ”corresponding biological responses."



The cumulative measure of environmental influences and 
corresponding biological responses throughout the lifespan

So what does this mean for the exposome? If studies are under way that are 
examining omic-scale biology it becomes less important for exposome 
scientists to measure the biological response as they are already being 
collected. It then becomes more important to add in the environmental 
component.

Of course, we would like to create a historical exposure matrix that includes 
childhood exposures, occupational exposures, etc. but we are more often 
than not limited to what we have available. 



We often know where people live and work



Awarded in 2013 (P30ES019776) funded through 2022
The focus was building the infrastructure for exposome research. This 
included advanced untargeted/non-targeted high-resolution mass 
spectrometry to support exposomics and metabolomics. We also expanded 
our targeted mass spectrometry capabilities and seeded numerous 
exposome-based research projects. We developed several educational 
programs to support the exposome.





LC and GC based high resolution mass spectrometry
to detect exogenous chemicals and endogenous metabolites

Jones and Walker



Science. 367: 392-396, 2020



Large-scale xenobiotic metabolite identification for exposomics
Jones, Morgan, Li, Miller (MPI)

Liu et al., in press-Nature Communications



Exposome Education, Dissemination and 
Training Efforts

July 22-23, 2021

These fellows will enhance their leadership skills by 
facilitating our workshops, bootcamps, and mini-
courses (machine learning, data visualization, 
network science) for the predoctoral trainees



Emory, Mayo, Columbia NIDDK 
RC2-Primary sclerosing 

cholangitis-EWAS/MWAS

Walker et al., under review



Hydroxyated metabolite of DDE

Alzheimer’s disease (93), Mild cognitive impairment (50), controls (59)
APOEgentoype, CSF (AB42, pTau)

Niedzwiecki, Walker, Howell, Watts, Jones, Miller, Hu preliminary data



Metabolic, halogenated environmental chemical, 
dietary constituent, Alzheimer’s medication

*Adduct of rivastigmine strongest feature associated with AD

Niedzwiecki et al., 2019 Annals of Clinical and Translational Neurology



WHICAP study of Alzheimer’s 
disease, Richard Mayeux, PI

Columbia University



Vardarajan et al. Differences in Plasma Metabolites Related to Alzheimer’s Disease, APOE-ε4 
status and Ethnicity.  Alzheimer’s and Dementia. May 6;6(1):e12025, 2020



R. Mayeux, B. Vardarajan, G. Miller, Y. Gu., I. Ionita-Laza



The metabolomic/exposomic 
analysis works in as few as 500 worms



Mor, Sohrabi, Kaletsky, Keyes, Tartici, Kalia, Miller, Murphy, PNAS, 2020



Global metabolism and 
mitochondrial function
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Kalia et al., bioRxiv



Cross-species analysis
Annotation C. elegans Human plasma

Lipoamide Lower
(p = 0.027)

Negative
(p = 0.035)

Diethylthiophosphoric acid Lower
(p = 0.044)

Negative
(p = 0.015)

11, 12-dihydroxy eicosatrienoic 
acid

Higher
(p = 0.029)

Positive
(p = 0.01)

N-acetyl-lysine Lower
(p = 0.042)

Negative
(p = 0.033)

Cystine Lower
(p = 0.01)

Negative
(p = 0.032)

Annotation C. elegans Human CSF

Tyrosine Lower
(p = 0.046)

Negative
(p = 0.039)

Carnitine Lower
(p = 0.0001)

Negative
(p = 0.048)

Cystine Lower
(p = 0.011)

Negative
(p = 0.031)

N,N-dimethylaniline-N-oxide Lower
(p = 0.00002)

Negative
(p = 0.042)

Worms and plasma

Worms and CSF
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We describe a “functional exposome” and explain how this 
concept can leverage existing bioassays and high-resolution 
mass spectrometry for data-driven studies. We discuss how the 
functional exposome can address well-known barriers in 
interpreting the exposures and present a vision of next-
generation exposomics.

Chung et al., in press-Environmental Health Perspectives



In particular, whilst knowledge of biological responses can help to 
distinguish actual (i.e. experienced) from potential exposures and is 
useful for implementation of the concept, the inclusion of endogenous 
processes has generated confusion about the position of the exposome 
in a wider systems biology context. We propose the integration of the 
exposome within a multi-omic framework by i) reattributing ‘exposome’ 
to exclusively represent exposures; ii) generalizing the concept to all 
organisms and ecological levels; iii) aligning terminology across 
disciplines and iv) introducing ’functional exposomics’ to denote the 
systematic study of exposure-phenotype interaction.

Merging the exposome in an integrated framework 
for “omic” sciences (under revision)

Elliott J. Price, Chiara M. Vitale, Gary W. Miller, Robert Barouki, Karine Audouze , Arthur David, 
Douglas I. Walker, Jean-Philippe Antignac, Xavier Coumoul, Vincent Bessonneau and Jana Klánová

https://zenodo.org/record/4475649#.YKwYAJNKhp8



European Commission Human Exposome Network
EXPANSE: Exposome powered tools for healthy living in urban settings - Prof Roel Vermeulen, Institute for Risk Assessment 
Sciences, Utrecht University, The Netherlands
EQUAL LIFE: Early Environmental quality and life-course mental health effects – Dr Irene van Kamp, Senior Researcher, 
National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM), The Netherlands 
LONGITOOLS: Dynamic longitudinal exposome trajectories in cardiovascular and metabolic non-communicable diseases – Dr 
Sylvain Sebert, University of Oulu, Finland
ATHLETE: Advancing tools for human early lifecourse exposome research and translation - Prof Martine Vrijheid, Barcelona 
Institute for Global Health, Spain
EXIMIOUS: Mapping exposure-induced immune effects: connecting the exposome and the immunome – Prof Peter Hoet, 
Catholic University of Leuven Belgium 
HEDIMED: Human exposomic determinants of immune mediated diseases – Prof Heikki Hyöty, University of Tampere, Finland
HEAP: Human Exposome Assessment Platform - Prof Joakim Dillner, Karolinska Institute, Sweden 
REMEDIA: Impact of exposome on the course of lung diseases – Dr Sophie Lanone, Research Director, French National 
Institute of Health and Medical Research (INSERM), France 
EPHOR: Exposome project for health and occupational research – Dr Anjoeka Pronk, Senior Scientist, Netherlands Organisation 
for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), The Netherlands



Columbia, Mt. Sinai, Emory, Mayo Clinic, Yale, Brown
(open to other participants)

Inserm/Univ Paris (France), Masaryk Univ (Czech Repub),
Utrecht (Netherlands), Antwerp (Belgium), Helmholtz 

(Germany), Univ of Vienna (Austria), Imperial Univ (UK)

Validation inter/intra laboratory
Harmonization of exposome measures
Standardization of operating procedures
Radical transparency
Shared pooled standards
Shared bioinformatic platforms

Global Exposome Harmonization Project



The MERCURY Exposomics Project

Columbia
Yale

Emory
Brown

Mt. Sinai
Thermo
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A pragmatic two-pronged approach

• First we optimize methods for measuring as many 
chemicals/molecules as possible in biobanked samples. 
Increased throughput and reliability, decreased cost.

• Second, we collect geospatial-related data that can be 
tied to a person’s location (where they live, where they 
work, and movements throughout the day). The NAS and 
NIEHS workshops addressed this.



Current approaches are lacking. We must improve technologies, 
computational workflows, throughput, and costs/sample. The 
tools are insufficient for the needs of the biomedical, clinical, and 
environmental research communities.

In order to improve our approaches, we must have clearly 
defined goals and objectives. We should start with operational 
definitions and develop a staged approach to advance the field.



We must set aside the view of the exposome as the totality of 
exposures and focus on the practical. Our current technology 
allows us to go beyond the one chemical at a time approach, 
but we must be willing to accept the accompanying uncertainty 
of HRMS.

The pragmatic exposome will use the cutting edge high-
resolution mass spectrometry on biobanked samples from 
existing/ongoing studies, leverage geospatial data at the 
individual and population data, and help restore balance to the 
G x E equation.

The Pragmatic Exposome
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